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Abstract

In compressed air systems, mechanical and organic losses account for 15 % of compressor energy consumption.

In the current research, the energy saving potential achievable through friction power reduction in sliding

vane rotary compressors was investigated using experimental and modeling approaches. Tests on a new

mid-size industrial compressor operating at different steady conditions (outlet pressure 9, 12.5, 14.5 bar at

1000 and 1500 RPM) assessed the machine performance through measurement of mechanical power and

the reconstruction of the pressure-volume diagram. An experimental methodology was also developed to

quantify the power lost by friction and its measurement uncertainty using the concept of indicated mean

effective pressure. Modeling the compressor blade dynamics allowed a friction power decomposition while

an analysis of the hydrodynamic lubrication at the most severe friction location, namely between blade

tip and stator wall, additionally provided the oil film thickness evolution along the contact surface. The

agreement between modeling and experimental data identified a value for the friction coefficient of 0.065.

Design suggestions on existing machines and new design solutions were eventually outlined varying blade

mass, revolution speed and compressor aspect ratio. These improved configurations predicted an efficiency

increase up to 6 %.

Keywords: sliding vane rotary compressor, compressed air systems, indicator diagram, friction,

mechanical efficiency, piezoelectric pressure transducer

1. Introduction1

Compressed air is an indispensable utility for most of the industrial processes since it allows productivity2

gains and work reduction in a safe way. However, from energetic and economic viewpoints, its production3

is an expensive and inefficient process. Indeed, most of the life cycle costs of an industrial Compressed4

Air System (CAS) are the energy costs [1]. For this reason, CAS are responsible of 10 % of electricity5
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consumptions in EU-15 European countries, 9.4 % in China and about 10 % of the global industrial energy6

use in the United States [2]. Recent studies state that the saving potential in industrial CAS ranges from7

20 % to 50 % [3]. Hence, around 400 TWh/yr of primary energy could be saved.8

Nowadays, the most widespread industrial compression technology is the rotary volumetric one since9

it allows to cover a wide range of flow rates and delivery pressures. To address the short term efficiency10

improvements in the rotary compression technology, reference to the database of the Compressed Air and11

Gas Institute (CAGI) was made [4]. A normalization procedure was developed to compare different tech-12

nologies (mainly screw and sliding vane) relying on performance datasheets provided by the compressors13

manufacturers [5]. In order to estimate the minimum energy saving achievable, only best machines currently14

in the market (i.e. those with the minimum energy requirement for any compression ratio) were considered.15

Figure 1 reports the specific electric consumptions (Eel) at different delivery pressures: an asymptotic trend16

with increasing flow rate can be noticed. Hence, premium machines are usually big size compressors.17

[Figure 1 about here.]18

Performance data closely match the trend depicted with solid line, whose calculation was performed19

according to Equation 1 and a global efficiency of 80 %:20

Eel =
1

ηglob

k RTinl
k − 1

(
β

k−1
k − 1

)
(1)

The global efficiency ηglob takes into account several contributions that are expressed through Equation 2.21

ηglob = ηel ηmech ηorg ηvol ηad−is (2)

The saving potential achievable in rotary volumetric compressors has been outlined following two approaches22

related to mechanical improvements or both mechanical and thermodynamic improvements. The lowest23

specific energy consumptions might be attained if the compression transformation moved from the current24

adiabatic trend to an isothermal one (dash-dot line): in this case the numerator of Equation 1 would become25

RTinl ln(β). Although a pure isothermal compression can not be reached, it might be approached using26

multiple inter-cooled stages or through an internal air cooling. The latter strategy has been pursued by27

means of modeling [6] and testing [7, 8] activities relying on the cooling capabilities of the compressor28

lubricant when sprayed in the compressor vanes [9].29

With reference to an adiabatic compression process (ηad−is ≈ 1), the distance between solid and dashed lines30

in Figure 1 represents the energy saving potential that exists between the state of the art (ηglob ≈ 80%) and31

the ideal compressor performance (dashed line). When considering premium machines as the one plotted32

in Figure 1, electrical and volumetric losses are negligible since those compressors were properly designed33

and equipped with high-efficiency motors. Therefore, the saving potential is only due to mechanical and34
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organic improvements of the compressor. On the other hand, when considering also a different compression35

transformation, mechanical and organic improvements accounts as the half of the overall saving potential.36

The literature related to Sliding Vane Rotary Compressors (SVRCs) is not as extensive as the one for37

other compression technologies. The state of the art and future perspectives in the sliding vane technology38

were recently reviewed by Cipollone [10]. Available research papers mainly focus on models that describe39

single or multiple phenomena occurring in these machines [11, 12]. Previous experimental works additionally40

provided methodologies to evaluate the compressor machine using different measurement techniques such41

as the hot by pass calorimeter or the more sophisticated indicator diagram both for compressors [13, 14]42

and expanders [15, 16, 17]. As concerns friction losses in SVRCs, they were investigated mainly through43

theoretical studies. Badr et al. provided an extensive mathematical model for friction losses in rotary vane44

machines. They analyzed both circular and non-circular machines concluding that blade dynamics is the45

most affecting phenomenon for friction. In particular, the most critical friction location identified was the46

one between the blade tip and stator wall [18]. Indeed, the contributions at shaft bearings or between rotor47

and end wall plates revealed negligible compared to the power dissipated between the compressor blades48

with rotor and stator because of the absence of axial loads. Thus, most of the research focused on the49

blade dynamics using geometrical approaches and solving the Newton’s 2nd law of motion. Aradau et al.50

proposed a model in which the effects of the Coriolis force were also taken into account. They suggested an51

abundant lubrication and blade tilting to lower friction [19]. The latter strategy was also investigated by52

Tramschek and Mkumba. However, they concluded that the benefits achievable with a forward blade tilt53

do not justify an increased cost of the machine [20]. Platts coupled the study of the blade dynamics to the54

analysis of the hydrodynamic lubrication at blade tip. Design suggestions related to surface roughness and55

corresponding lubrication regime established were provided [21]. Lindemann et al. performed measurements56

and optimizations on the blade tip radius concluding that this parameter should be at least the half of the57

vane thickness but not greater than then stator curvature for any rotor position. Otherwise no uniform58

curvature would be achieved [22].59

Unlike the above mentioned research that mainly focused on single features of sliding vane compres-60

sors, the current paper provides a comprehensive approach: all the fundamental processes that affect the61

compressor energy consumption were taken into account and simulated at the same time to reduce the62

number of assumptions to be made. Furthermore, since the model is fully parameterized, analyses can be63

performed on any compressor layout to understand the limits of existing configurations and to address future64

improved designs. As concerns the experimental activity, the paper introduces a methodology to assess the65

measurement uncertainty on the reconstruction of the indicator diagram that is the most important tool to66

understand the compressor behavior. The paper shows the reconstruction procedure, energy breakdown at67

different operating points and how the measurement uncertainty propagated within each contribution. As68

the model was calibrated through an experimental campaign on a mid-size industrial sliding vane compres-69
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sor, a friction power decomposition was carried out to identify the most affecting parameters. Improvements70

on existing and new design solutions were eventually outlined.71

2. Friction power mathematical model72

The main processes occurring in a SVRC were modeled through a comprehensive approach [23] whose73

sub-modules are summarized in Figure 2. The model is able to represent:74

[Figure 2 about here.]75

• compressor geometry for any machine layout: axial or radial intake and exhaust ports, radial or tilted76

blades, circular or elliptical stators;77

• flow dynamics during vane filling and emptying processes using an unsteady one-dimensional formula-78

tion along the pipes connected to the compressor cells. The vane behaved as plenum of finite capacity79

and acted as boundary condition for the mass and momentum equations whose solutions were calcu-80

lated using the quasi-propagatory model (QPM) [24]. QPM is particularly suitable to investigate the81

main properties of 1D transient flows since it provides accurate results at a lower computational cost82

compared to other approaches as the method of characteristics [25];83

• cell pressure evolution during the compression phase (i.e. from the end of vane filling to the beginning84

of the compressed air discharge). The knowledge of the vane geometry and the application of the85

unsteady energy equation (in lumped form) eventually allowed to evaluate the compression work, and86

heat exchanges according to the approach proposed by Tan and Ooi [26];87

• lubrication circuit with oil injection and separation before the air delivery to the compressed air line;88

The blade dynamics was modeled with reference to the Newton’s 2nd law of motion. Since the blade has89

a translational motion (entrance and exit from rotor slots) combined to rotation, fictitious forces act on it90

(centrifugal and Coriolis ones). Furthermore, as reported in Figure 3.a, during the compression phase the91

pressure difference across two adjacent cells tends to tilt the blade backward.92

[Figure 3 about here.]93

The set of equations which regulates the translational (2 directions) and rotational equilibria are reported,94

in a matrix form, in Equation 3: forces are projected through the coefficients ζ1−4 with respect to the blade95

slot axis. The unknowns are forces exchanged at the friction locations, namely at the blade tip and with96

the side walls of the rotor slot. Depending on the signs of F1 and F2 with respect to Figure 3.a, the blade97

may assume the arrangements depicted in Figure 3.b.98
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1 −1 −ζ2
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F1

F2

F3

 =


Fpn − Fcor + ζ4 Fcen

Fin + ζ3 Fcen

Fcen(ζ4 (Lbl/2 − Los) − ζ3 tbl/2)...

...− Fpn Los/2 − Fin tbl/2 − Fcor(Lbl/2 − Los)

 (3)

Once F1, F2 and F3 are known, overall friction power is calculated as:99

Pfr = λ(F3 U + vbl(F1 + F2)) (4)

where U is the peripheral tip speed and vbl the blade slip velocity with respect to the rotor slot. The friction100

coefficient λ in Equation 4 was identified through the experimental procedure explained in Section 3.101

A noteworthy aspect that plays a key role in the overall friction power dissipation is the lubrication102

regime between blade tip and stator wall. The oil pressure distribution must continuously balance the103

varying load at blade tip (ζ1 F3). Furthermore, minimum thickness of the oil layer must be seriously taken104

under control to avoid dry contacts. In order to assess these issues, the hydrodynamic behavior of the blade105

tip sliding on the oil layer which stands at the stator surface was additionally studied. As reasonably occurs106

in the middle cross section of the compressor, assuming that lubrication conditions do not vary along the107

axial length of the blade-stator contact, a one-dimensional approach was used: at any angular position of the108

blade θ, Equation 5 combined the tip blade geometry (circular arc) and the Reynolds equation to calculate109

pressure distribution along the contact between blade tip and stator, whose local coordinate is indicated110

with ξ and shown in Figure 3.c.111

d

dξ

(
h(ξ)3

12µ

dp(θ)

dξ

)
=
uoil(ξ)

2

dh(ξ)

dξ
(5)

The location at which the pressure distribution is maximum (dp/dξ=0) simplifies Equation 5 and allows the112

analytical calculation of the oil film thickness in this particular case according to Equation 6.113

h0(θ) =

∫ tbl
0

h−2(ξ, θ) dξ − (pLV (θ) − pTV (θ))/(6µuoil(θ))∫ tbl
0

h−3(ξ, θ) dξ
(6)

Elsewhere, the mathematical problem for the hydrodynamic lubrication at the blade tip does not have an114

explicit solution. Hence, based on the methodology proposed by Fowell et al. [27], Equation 5 was linearized115
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and discretized: at a given node of the spatial domain, the oil flow rate per unit surface qj was modeled116

according to Equation 7.117

qj =
uoil hj

2
− hj

3

12µ

pj+1 − pj
∆ξ

(7)

where the values of the film thickness h are the sum of h0 and the gap between stator wall and blade118

tip profile, known from the compressor geometry. The mass conservation within flow elements separated119

by two consecutive nodes (qj−1 = qj , for j = 1 to n − 1) led to a system of n − 1 equations that were120

solved to find the unknown pressures pj . Pressure values in the leading (j = 0) and trailing (j = n)121

compression chambers separated by the blade were boundary conditions for the problem provided by the122

thermodynamic cell module of the compressor model (Figure 2). If infinite pressure gradients occur, the123

film thickness becomes discontinuous and reveals a dry contact between stator and blade, thus a sudden124

increase of friction dissipations as well as structural damages for compressor.125

3. Experimental Activity126

In a sliding vane compressor, friction occurs at several locations of the machine: shaft bushes, end127

wall plates, blade tip and side walls, etc. Even though there are studies in which the first two terms128

revealed negligible compared to the other ones [18], an accurate experimental methodology would require129

separate evaluations. Furthermore, all the above mentioned locations are characterized by the presence130

of a lubricating medium that mitigates friction between components in relative motion. However, all the131

lubricant paths refer to a unique oil circuit driven by a pressure difference proportional to exhaust and intake132

values. After separation from air, the oil is recycled in a tank at a temperature higher than the injection133

one. This enthalpy gain, further dissipated through a radiator to preserve the lubricating properties of the134

oil, cannot exclusively be attributed to the power lost by friction. Indeed, it also takes into account the135

heat exchange with air and the metallic surfaces of the compressor. For these reasons, a direct experimental136

evaluation of the friction power is not achievable.137

3.1. Experimental Methodology138

Out of all the mechanical power supplied to a sliding vane compressor, only part of it goes to accomplish139

the compression process; the remaining contributions account for oil pressurization and mechanical losses,140

as stated in Equation 8:141

Pfr = Pmech − Pind − Poil (8)

The right-hand side of the energy balance contains quantities that can be directly measured and leads to142

the friction losses evaluation in an indirect way.143
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To estimate the friction coefficient λ in Equation 4, this experimental methodology was applied on a144

novel mid-size industrial sliding vane compressor (Mattei ERC 22 L) whose geometrical features are listed145

in Table 1.146

[Table 1 about here.]147

Figure 4 shows the layout and sensors types: low frequency pressure transducers and thermocouples were148

installed in relevant points of the machine while a gear flow meter and an ISA 1392 nozzle provided the oil149

and air mass flow rates measurements respectively. A flange torque meter was eventually used to measure150

the mechanical power as product of torque and revolution speed.151

[Figure 4 about here.]152

The knowledge of pressure and volume evolutions during vane rotation was a fundamental step to evaluate153

the compressor performance. Four piezoelectric transducers were circumferentially mounted on an end wall154

plate in order to give a continuous pressure monitoring (Figure 4). Since each of them provided a differential155

pressure with cyclic dispersion from one vane passage to the other, data were preliminary ensemble averaged156

over 10 acquisitions and further offset according to the pressure measurements at the intake and exhaust157

ports. The result of this intermediate processing is reported in Figure 5. Each pressure trace reports the158

uncertainty band due to the transducer (Kistler 601A).159

The electric motor was directly connected to the compressor shaft. Hence, the magnetic incremental encoder160

installed on the motor (Figure 4) allowed to reference the pressure signals with respect to the crank angle.161

The knowledge of the cell volume evolution over a rotation cycle, provided by the geometrical section of the162

model, eventually led to the reconstruction of the indicator diagram and the calculation of the indicated163

power according to Equation 9.164

Pind = N ω

∮
p dV (9)

The ratio between indicated and mechanical powers defines the mechanical compressor efficiency ηmech,SV RC .165

ηmech,SV RC = Pind/Pmech (10)

The oil is injected inside the vanes through a set of plane orifices and its circulation is guaranteed by the166

compressor itself which pressurizes it through the air. The pressure loss during injection must be therefore167

restored. The pressurization power required was calculated according to Equation 11168

Poil =
Qoil ∆p

ηC
=
Qoil (ptank − p(θinj))

ηmech,SV RC
(11)

Friction power was eventually expressed as:169

Pfr = C ω − Pind − C ω
Qoil (ptank − p(θinj))

Pind
(12)
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3.2. Uncertainty Analysis170

Since friction power was indirectly measured, its uncertainty resulted from the propagation of all the171

uncertainties related to the quantities directly measured according to Equation 13:172

(
∆Pfr

)2
=
∑
i

(
∂Pfr

∂xi
∆xi

)2

xi = C, ω, Pind, Qoil, ptank, p(θinj) (13)

Direct measurements uncertainties are reported in Table 2. A noteworthy statement needs to be made173

on the uncertainty evaluation of the indicated power. To properly offset the differential pressure traces that174

led to the chart in Figure 5, the continuity on the first and second derivatives had to be preserved despite175

the sudden change in the signals due to the blade passage on the sensing elements. Furthermore, since all176

the piezoelectric transducers were the same, the sensor uncertainty (0.125 bar) had a relative value that177

increased if the differential pressure measured was low, as in sensors #1 and #4.178

[Table 2 about here.]179

[Figure 5 about here.]180

In order to take into account these variations, the concept of indicated mean effective pressure (IMEP) was181

used to estimate the overall uncertainty on the indicated power. IMEP is the average pressure which, when182

multiplied by the vane swept volume, would require the same work out of the cycle as the real pressure,183

Equation 14.184

IMEP =
Pind

N ω Vswept
=

1

Vswept

∮
p dV (14)

For the test case at 1500 RPM and 12.5 bar, the value of IMEP is reported in Figure 5. Since the cell185

volume evaluation and revolution speed measurement were accurate, with reference to Equation 14, the186

only contribution which played an important role in the uncertainty of the indicated power was the value187

related to IMEP. Assuming that uncertainty on IMEP was the one of the piezoelectric pressure transducers,188

the resulting value on the indicated power was around 4 % (Table 3). This quantity had a strong influence189

on the uncertainty of the friction power computed as in Equation 13. Indeed, in absolute terms ∆Pind190

is more than 25 % of the friction power. To reduce the magnitude of this contribution, a more accurate191

pressure measurement is needed. A step change in the accuracy of the indicating pressure measurement is192

under development using piezo-resistive pressure transducers whose spans decrease along the compression193

phase. This instrumentation will prevent to offset the pressure traces and to minimize the weight of the194

transducer uncertainty on the IMEP measurement.195

3.3. Results196

The industrial vane compressor was tested at different outlet pressures and revolution speeds. Table197

3 summarizes the testing conditions, machine performance and the uncertainty of indicated and friction198

powers.199
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[Table 3 about here.]200

Figure 6 shows a bar chart with the energy balance formulated in Equation 8. The indicated power201

increased with discharge pressure and revolution speed. Indeed, the first parameter acts on the area of the202

indicator diagram while the second one on the overall mass flow rate compressed. At 12.5 bar, the compressor203

efficiency ranged from 87 % at 1000 RPM to 86 % at 1500 RPM while the specific energy consumptions at204

ISO 1217 conditions (20◦C, 1 bar) were 5.6 kW/(m3/min) and 6 kW/(m3/min), respectively. An unexpected205

result was the magnitude of power requested by the oil circulation that varied with discharge pressure but206

not with revolution speed. Even though the oil density with respect to the air one is almost three order of207

magnitudes higher, the power requested to fulfill the oil injection (Equation 11) accounted for up to 7 % of208

the shaft power. This is mainly due to the amount of oil flowing inside the machine. Therefore, a design209

suggestion would be to limit as much as possible the oil circulation without going below the minimum flow210

rate required for vane sealing and stable lubrication between components in relative motion. The amount211

of oil that exceeds this minimum threshold represents an energy waste. However, it’s a common industrial212

practice to equip oil flooded compressor with an abundant amount of oil to extend the lubricant lifetime, so213

lowering maintenance costs.214

[Figure 6 about here.]215

Compressor speed influenced friction power since it acted both on centrifugal and Coriolis forces as well216

as all the slip velocities. Since the centrifugal force is proportional to the square of revolution speed and217

the peripheral tip speed is linearly dependent with ω, an overall cubic dependency could be stated between218

compressor speed and friction power. On the other hand, the discharge pressure did not have a relevant219

influence on friction power. This allowed to identify a unique value for the friction coefficient λ which was220

kept constant also at different revolution speeds. Minimizing the root mean square of the difference given221

by Equation 4 and the experimental data, a value of 0.065 was calculated. This value reproduced the power222

lost friction within the uncertainty band, as reported in Figure 7.223

[Figure 7 about here.]224

4. Friction power decomposition225

After identifying a value for the friction coefficient, the relative magnitude of the terms in Equation 4226

was calculated. Figure 8 shows the load distribution at friction locations over a whole revolution cycle. It227

is evident how F3 (blade tip) and F2 (at the bottom of the slot) remain almost unchanged during rotation,228

with F3 almost always greater than F2. This last term, for a great part of the rotation (during the intake and229

the first part of the compression phase) is close to zero; in the last portion of the compression process and230
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during the discharge it increases till to 500 N. On the contrary, F3 does not show significant variations from231

the mean value of 500 N. F1 follows the same trend of F2 but during the last part of the compression and232

discharge shows a sudden increase up to 3500 N. Indeed, when the first blade of the compressor cell reaches233

the exhaust port, the discharge pressure is suddenly imposed to the vane and increases the pressure force234

Fpn on the second blade of the cell (Figure 3.a). Hence, the load peak that F1 balances is anticipated from235

the exhaust port opening of an angular extent equal to the vane width (360◦/N). A higher discharge pressure236

(14.5 bar) contributes to increase the overall blade load but only for a limited angular extent, namely the237

discharge phase. This fact justifies the constancy of friction power at different discharge pressures and238

constant revolution speed that was noticed experimentally.239

[Figure 8 about here.]240

Figure 9 reports the comparison between normal load at blade tip (ζ1 F3) and minimum thickness of the241

oil film resulting from Equation 5. An increase of the orthogonal load thins the oil layer between stator242

and blade tip. A sudden load increase occurs at 180◦ since the blade inverts its direction of motion. Hence,243

in the second half of the rotation cycle F3 must not only balance the centrifugal force but also the blade244

inertia (as shown in the free body diagram of Figure 3.a). The lowest value of minimum thickness occurs in245

correspondence of the maximum load that is shifted before the exhaust port opening by a quantity equal to246

the angular width of the compression chamber. This trend is in agreement with the one reported in Figure247

8. The lubrication never exceeds the hydrodynamic regime. Therefore, SVRCs ensure vane sealing without248

any risk of dry contact that would highly affect the energy expenditure due to friction losses.249

[Figure 9 about here.]250

To calculate the instantaneous friction power, the knowledge of slip speeds was required: in the compres-251

sor tested, at 1500 RPM the peripheral tip speed U had a mean value of 0.6 m/s while the sliding velocity252

with respect to the rotor slot vbl had a sinusoidal trend since the blade enters and exits from the slot each253

revolution cycle: mean velocity was 0.08 m/s with an amplitude of 0.65 m/s. The product of reaction254

forces and sliding speeds along the whole revolution cycle led to the friction power decomposition displayed255

in Figure 10. Although the maximum blade load occurs at the top of the rotor slot during the discharge256

phase, the most affecting contribution to the overall friction loss is the one at the blade tip because of the257

higher order of magnitude the corresponding slip velocity. In terms of mean values, friction at the blade tip258

accounts for 80 % of the overall dissipation while the ones related to F1 and F2 are responsible for the 16 %259

and 4 % respectively.260

[Figure 10 about here.]261
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5. Design Suggestions262

Model predictions were applied on existing compressors to address short-term efficiency improvements.263

Furthermore, high-efficiency design configurations were outlined investigating the roles of revolution speed264

and blade mass on the overall friction power dissipated.265

Figure 11 shows the effect of blade mass on the specific friction power (i.e. friction power per unit266

air at ISO 1217 conditions) at different compressor speeds. Blade weight reduction might be performed267

either removing some material from the component or replacing the current blade material (cast iron)268

with a lighter one, provided that compatibility from the mechanical (structural integrity) and tribology269

(lubrication and wear) viewpoints are still ensured. Keeping the same geometry, each point of the curves in270

Figure 11 simulates a machine in which volumetric flow rate decreased if revolution speed was lower than271

the reference test case (1500 RPM at 12.5 bar). Considering that nominal speed of current industrial sliding272

vane compressors is usually 1500 RPM, the reduction to 1000 RPM would decrease the effects of friction273

from 0.78 kW/(m3/min) to 0.44 kW/(m3/min). Mass reduction is also effective on friction power reduction:274

at 1500 RPM, a 60 % decrease of the blade mass would produce a 52 % saving while a blade 80 % lighter275

than the conventional one would lead to a saving of 61 %. However, potential drawbacks of lowering the276

blade inertia could be oil film instability (dry contacts) as well as a significant change in the dynamic effects277

that could alter the vane sealing, thus the volumetric efficiency of the machine.278

[Figure 11 about here.]279

Figure 12 shows two sets of curves at constant flow rate. To restore the reference value (test case at 1500280

RPM, 12.5 bar), the axial length variation had to be inversely proportional to the compressor speed change.281

For instance, at 1000 RPM the compressor was one third longer. In these conditions, two design solutions282

for the blades inertia were explored: constant linear mass or constant mass. The first approach (constant283

linear mass - solid lines) required a blade mass variation proportional to the axial length. The centrifugal284

force has a quadratic dependency with the revolution speed but is also proportional to the blade mass. On285

the other hand, the inertia force is linearly influenced both by the revolution speed and the blade mass.286

Therefore, the opposite variation of blade mass with respect to the change of revolution speed decreases287

the friction power reduction that could be achieved. This constraint is overcome by the second approach288

(constant mass - dashed lines) that keeps the same blade mass of the reference test case. In this way, the289

effects of mass and speed reduction combine to produce a greater friction power reduction: using the current290

blade material, at 1000 RPM the constant linear mass approach would decrease specific friction power up291

to 0.45 kW/(m3/min) while the constant mass one would lead to 0.37 kW/(m3/min).292

[Figure 12 about here.]293
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The knowledge acquired with the experimental activity and the simulations allows to outline the following294

suggestions to design a high-efficiency sliding vane rotary compressor:295

• lowering the revolution speed has relevant benefits on the friction power reduction without compro-296

mising the volumetric efficiency of the machine. This fact does not apply to other rotary compression297

technologies;298

• even though the maximum blade load does not occur at the blade tip, this location is the main299

contribution to friction loss because of the magnitude of the slip speed. Therefore, to restore the300

volumetric capacity of the machine lowered by the revolution speed reduction, the geometry of the301

compressor can be modified increasing the axial length of the compressor rather than the stator302

diameter;303

• friction losses can be reduced decreasing the blade mass. Weight reductions can be achieved either304

through a suitable removal of some material from existing blades or using a lighter material.305

An additional geometrical parameter, represented by the blade tilt with respect to the radial direction,306

revealed very insensitive on the friction power. Indeed, tilting the blades slightly modified the load dis-307

tribution but did not affect the slip velocities. Hence, the magnitude of the energy benefit predicted was308

hardly noticeable. This is in agreement with literature studies [20]. On the other hand, lowering the blade309

load through forces projection might allow to use materials with lower Young modulus that are usually also310

lighter than the current one.311

6. Conclusions312

The current research investigated the energy saving potential in sliding vane rotary compressors achiev-313

able through a friction power reduction. Unlike literature studies, the compressor was modeled with a314

comprehensive approach composed of dedicated modules interacting together. Among them, the study of315

blade dynamics and hydrodynamic lubrication at blade tip allowed a full friction power decomposition. The316

model was calibrated and validated by means of a test campaign on a new mid-size industrial sliding vane317

compressor operating at different outlet pressure levels and revolution speeds. Experiments revealed that318

friction accounts for 10 % of the mechanical power; this share increases at high revolution speeds but it319

is not remarkably affected by the outlet pressure. The measurement uncertainty concerned to the indirect320

evaluation of friction power pointed out the need to improve the indicating measurement technique. This321

goal could be achieved using absolute piezo-resistive transducers rather than piezo-electric ones. The exper-322

imental activity also allowed to identify a unique value of 0.065 for the friction coefficient of the compressor323

model. The simulation platform was eventually used to address improvements on existing machines and to324

outline design suggestions for future compressors acting on revolution speed, blade mass and compressor325
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aspect ratio: reducing the operating speed from 1500 RPM to 1000 RPM would lead to a specific friction326

power reduction of 56 % while a blade 40 % lighter would further lower the specific friction power up to 0.28327

kW/(m3/min).328
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Figure 1: Energy saving potential in industrial rotary compressors: comparison between best available technologies and ideal
performances (elaborations from CAGI datasheets [4])
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Figure 2: Block diagram of the comprehensive compressor model
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Figure 3: Free body diagram of the compressor blade (a), possible arrangements (b), hydrodynamic lubrication at the blade
tip (c)
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Figure 4: Experimental setup
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Figure 5: Ensemble averaged data from the high-frequency transducers with uncertainty bands and pressure offsets applied to
match the suction and discharge pressures (test at 1500 RPM and 12.5 bar)
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Figure 6: Compressor energy balance at different operating points (percentages refer to the mechanical power)
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Figure 7: Experimental and simulated evaluations of the friction power that identified the friction coefficient λ
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Figure 8: Reaction forces at the friction locations at different discharge pressures (λ=0.065)
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Figure 9: Oil film thickness evolution and normal load at the blade tip (test at 1500 RPM, 12.5 bar)
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Figure 10: Friction power decomposition (λ=0.065)
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Figure 11: Effects of blade mass and revolution speed on the specific friction losses (compressor of Table 1 operating at 12.5
bar)
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Figure 12: Effects of the combined variation of compressor aspect ratio and revolution speed on the specific friction power -
simulations performed with constant linear mass and constant mass approaches at 12.5 bar as outlet pressure
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stator diameter 136mm Intake port start 30◦

rotor diameter 111mm Intake port end 162◦

axial length 275mm Exhaust port start 325◦

number of cells 7 Exhaust port end 356◦

Table 1: Geometrical features of the compressor tested (Mattei ERC 22 L)
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∆C ∆ω ∆Qoil ∆ ptank ∆ p(θinj)
0.2 N m 1 RPM 1 L/min 0.03 bar 0.03 bar

Table 2: Direct measurements uncertainties
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poutlet bara 8.9 12.5 8.9 12.5 14.5
ω RPM 995 981 1470 1451 1455
C N m 140.0 166.0 142.0 167.0 181.2
Qoil L/min 44 56 43 55 60
ptank bara 8.82 12.33 8.74 12.29 14.33
p(θinj) bara 1.30 1.31 1.23 1.24 1.22
Pmech kW 14.6 17.1 21.9 25.4 27.6
Qair m3/min 3.03 3.09 4.24 4.26 4.14
IMEP bara 3.95 4.43 3.92 4.42 4.71
∆Pind % 4.2 3.6 4.3 3.7 3.4
∆Pfr % 49.5 46.2 33.2 31.9 32.0

Table 3: Summary of the experimental campaign
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List of Symbols Subscripts
h oil film thickness [µm] 0 film thickness at maximum pressure
k specific heat ratio [−] ad− is adiabatic-isentropic
q oil flow rate per unit surface [m/s] bl blade
t thickness [m] cen centrifugal
u oil flow velocity [m/s] cor Coriolis
v sliding blade speed [m/s] el electrical
C torque [N m] glob global
E specific energy consumption [kW/(m3min)] fr friction
F force [N ] in inertia
L length [m] ind indicated
N number of cells [−] inj injection
P power [W ] inl inlet
Q flow rate [L/min] isoth isothermal
R air gas constant [J/kg/K] mech mechanical
T temperature [K] oil inlet
P blade tip speed [m/s] org organic
V volume [m3] os outside the rotor slot
β manometric compression ratio [−] pn normal pressure
η efficiency [rad] vol volumetric
θ angle [rad] Acronyms
λ friction coefficient [−] IMEP indicated mean effective pressure
µ oil dynamic viscosity [Pa · s] LV leading vane
ζ projection coefficient [−] SV RC sliding vane rotary compressor
ω revolution speed [rad/s] TV trailing vane
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